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Abstract

Tajweed is a set of rules to be followed by a person who wish to read, recite and interpret the verses of the Holy Al-Quran. In this study, an interactive e-tajweed Yaasin system was developed to accommodate teaching and learning of tajweed for the surah of Yaasin. The system is a compilation of notes, audio, video, graphics with colour cues and pointers and interactive buttons. The multimedia components were developed to emphasize on common mistakes based on nine different tajweed rules done by the previous students. It was found that there was an improvement of recitation of students after the implementation of this interactive system. However, some improvements had occurred for certain rules (6 out of 9) but not in others. This study was to discuss the factors that lead to better or lack of understanding of tajweed. The study has found that there is a need to establish joint and continuity of both traditional and modern systems to produce a more effective and efficient system of teaching and learning the surah of Yaasin.
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INTRODUCTION

For a complete and proper reading of the verses in the Al-Quran, a reciter had to learn, understand and implement all the rules. These rules also known as tajweed have to be practiced and implemented. In terms of language, tajweed which was derived from Arabic word jawwad, means doing things properly. In Islamic terms and rules, tajweed is a science which to identify proper places for each Arabic letter by giving its legitimate properties such as to which letters were to be stated or hidden. It also involved what to be required of Arabic letters with extra properties that indicate how a reciter to read these letters such as for duration of prolong reading, proper pronunciation and other factors. Tajweed is a set of rules to be followed by a person who wish to read, recite and interpret the verses of Holy Al-Quran (Al-Quran 73:4).

Studies done by Hassan & Zailaini (2013), Ali Hasan, Shadli, & CheBakar (2010) and Awang, Azman, & Ahmad Nazuki@Marzuki (2010) have shown that students were having problems of reading and reciting the Al-Quran using the correct tajweed. A Quranic learner undergoes a traditional method of learning known as syafawiah. This syafawiah systems require a teacher or ‘ustaz’ to give guidance directly to the students. There are also a number of e-learning systems to facilitate teaching and learning of the Al-Quran. A few studies (Akkila& Abu-Naser, 2018; Abdou & Rashwan, 2015; Ahsiah, Noor, &Idris, 2013; AlZoubi, 2013; Elhadj, 2010; Muhammad, Muhammad, Muhammad, & Martinez-Enriquez, 2010; Mourtag, Sharieh, & Abdallah, 2007) have developed a computerized system to capture recitation from the learner. These systems were to capture and evaluate recitation where it is able to recognize any incorrect recitations from the learners.

In this project, an e-learning system was developed to facilitate teaching and learning of the surah of Yaasin for Muslim students at diploma level at UniversitiTeknologi MARA. This research focuses on an interactive e-learning system that is able to support teaching and learning of tajweed for the surah of Yaasin. There are, however, some contentions with the implementation of e-learning systems for teaching and learning of Al-Quran. As stated by Dolan, Hancock, and Wareing (2015), evaluation of online teaching is still very limited as opposed to traditional based learning techniques. The project further seeks to evaluate the efficacy of the online learning system by comparing students’ assessment on nine different tajweed. It was found that there was an improvement for certain tajweed but not in others. Thus, the aim of this study is to evaluate the e-tajweed Yaasin system and give suggestions on other approaches to be used to improve the teaching and learning of the surah of Yaasin.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In Malaysia, there is a long track history and contributed a lot to the traditional Malay education for learning and teaching al-Quran. Learners were to use a specific text called Iqra’ system for formal learning and reading al-Quran. This system is implementation at the elementary school level in Malaysia. Iqra’ has enabled many learners to learn, read and recite the verses of the al-Quran. A study done by Yusof, Abdulaziz, and Mohamed (2003) has indicated that Iqra’ system can support the learning of tajweed at elementary school level. Methods of Talaqi, Musyafahah, drills, tabi‰q, group work, individual work, and tasmi’ are also implemented at school to supplement the Iqra’ system (MohdIqbal, 2005; Kementerian Pelajaran Malaysia, 2004; Ridhuan, 2000). All of the stated practices are using the concept of syafawiah where there is a direct guidance and the learning process is to be monitored directly by the instructor.

There is a wide range of applications for learning and teaching al-Quran available to learners using technology such as CD or Internet access. Elhadj (2010) has stated that the existing technology until the twentieth century for the learning of al-Quran is the usage recording systems and electronic devices that keep both text and audio of the Quran. A learner has to look at a specific text while listening to the audio of an authentic reciter. Other improvement which includes a pointer where a novice learner can follow the pointer to the corresponding text on the screen while listening to the verses (Elhad, 2010). There were a few studies (Abdou & Rashwan, 2015; Ahsiah et al., 2013;Muhammad et al., 2010; Mourtag et al, 2007) which have
developed computerised system that captured learners’ recitation for direct assessment. AlZoubi (2013) and Elhatti (2010) have developed a system that facilitated direct online interaction between learners and instructor. It is a model to simulate actual learning known as syafawiah via cyberspace.

There are a numbers of cloud-based online portal were created with specialised features to facilitate e-learning of al-Quran as stated by Ahmed Adhoni, Al Hamad, Ahad Sidiliqi, and Ahmed Adhoni (2013). Examples of portal are www.versebyversequran.com, quran.ksu.edu.sa and www.holquranandroid.com. These e-learning systems employed a different approach compared to the traditional method since users can learn and read the al-Quran without the guidance of an experienced teacher.

METHODOLOGY

System design
An interactive multimedia system known as the e-Tajweed Yaasin system was developed to support teaching and learning of surah of Yaasin. An e-learning system that incorporated technology and multimedia can supplement classroom instructions (Babiker, 2015). The presentation of learning materials such as graphics, charts or diagrams and its relation with the other materials can encourage students to use mental skills in a more effective way as discussed by Surjono (2015). Learners can learn at their own pace since multimedia and interactive components can support self-learning of learners as stated by Lau, Yen, Li, and Wah (2014) and Srinivasan (2013).

The system has enabled users to learn, identify and revise the correct tajweed for the surah of Yaasin. An explanation of tajweed was given as notes which was accompanied with some colour cues on each common mistakes and later, supported by animated pointers to be run concurrently with video of an experienced ‘ustaz reciting the verses. Combination of notes with audio and video can simulate the learning and teaching process of an e-learning system (de Oliveira Neto, Huang, & Azevedo Melli, 2015). Implementations of colour cues can also facilitate the learning of tajweed (SitiHajar, 2012). The complication of features such as notes, audio, video, graphics with colour cues and pointers and interactive buttons were developed to emphasize on common mistakes done by the previous students. This approach is concurrent with the suggestion from Babiker (2015). Babiker (2015) has suggested that educators should develop their own multimedia applications to enhance teaching and learning process.

Data collection
All Muslim students at diploma level are required to be able to read the surah of Yaasin with correct tajweed as part the assessment of an Islamic course in University Teknologi MARA. The assumption of knowledge was that all students have gone through the learning of tajweed spanning from the elementary to secondary level in Malaysia educational system. Sample from two groups of student were taken based on who did or did not use the e-Tajweed Yaasin system. Diploma students of session one and two (2014/15) were being evaluated based on nine tajweed. Data collected was based on student’s ability to recite the verses of number twenty until forty of the surah of Yaasin. The actual number of mistakes before and after implementation of the system with its corresponding percentage of reduction is shown in table 2.

FINDINGS

A sample of fifty-one (n=51) students of session one 2014/15 was obtained for the number of tajweed mistakes. These students (session one 2014/15) did not use the e-Tajweed Yaasin system. A sample of fifty-one (n=51) students of session two 2014/15 who has used the system were also being evaluated based on the nine tajweed. Data collected was based on student’s ability to recite the verses of number twenty until forty of the surah of Yaasin. The actual number of mistakes before and after implementation of the system with its corresponding percentage of reduction is shown in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Tajweed(Rules)</th>
<th>Number of Mistakes</th>
<th>Percentage of Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>‘IzhahrHalki’</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>64.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>‘IkhfHalki’</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>‘IdghamMa’alGhunnah’</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>27.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>‘IdghamBilaGhunnah’</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>77.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>‘Qalqalah’</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>79.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>‘WajibulGhunnah’</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>29.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>‘Mad Lazim’</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>80.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>‘Mad WajibMuttasil’ and ‘Mad Ja’izMunfasil’</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>‘MakhrajHuruf’</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>63.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows comparison for the number of mistakes done by students who did and did not use the e-Tajweed Yaasin system based on nine different rules (tajweed). Analysis was done based on the different outcome of the comparison which is to identify rules that have reduced significantly its number of mistakes. It was found that there were six out of nine (6 out of 9) rules that have the number of mistakes significantly reduced after the implementation of the system. The number of mistakes that has significantly reduced are for the rules of IzhahrHalki, IdghamBilaGhunnah, Qalqalah, Mad Lazim, Mad WajibMuttasiland Mad JaizMunfasil and MakhrajHuruf. The most significant improvement is for the Mad WajibMuttasil and Mad

Table 1. List of Rules to be Evaluated based on the Course Syllabus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Tajweed(Rules)</th>
<th>Brief Explanation of Tajweed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>‘IzhahrHalki’</td>
<td>The reading involved direct and clear pronunciation of Arabic letters.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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JaizMunfasil where the number of mistakes before implementation is forty (40) and later reduced to be only two (2) with the reduction percentage of ninety-five percent (95%).

Another outcome to be discussed is the rules that have not significantly reduced its number of mistakes. It was found that only three out of nine (3 out of 9) rules that have not reduced significantly for the number of mistakes. The number of mistakes that has not significantly reduced is the rule of Ikhfa’ Haqiqi, IdghamMaalGhunnah and WajibulGhunnah. The least significant improvement is for the rule of Ikhfa’ Haqiqi where the number of mistakes before implementation is one hundred thirty-three (133) and reduced to be one hundred thirty-two (132) with the reduction percentage of less than one percent (0.8%).

Discussions

It was found the e-Tajweed Yaasin system was able to improve the reading of students where the result of six (six out of nine) rules have improved. The rules that have significantly reduced its number of mistakes are the rule of Mad Lazim and Mad WajibMuttasil and Mad JaizMunfasil. The result of Mad Lazim and Mad WajibMuttasil and Mad JaizMunfasil are similar to the finding of SitiHajar (2012) and Roslan and Hamzah (2009). The study done by Roslan and Hamzah (2009) which only emphasized on the Mad rule also have indicated that students basically are able to grasp the Mad rule. SitiHajar (2012) also has shown improvement of the Mad rule with the implementation of visual cues. SitiHajar (2012) has implemented visual cues of red colour to emphasize on the Mad rule for reading of the verses of the al-Bayyinah surah. The concept of colour has also being used in this e-Tajweed Yaasin system. This system has also incorporated colour and animated pointers as to highlight the common mistakes done by previous students. The contents of e-tajweedYaasin system that combine colour cues and animated pointers is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. The screen that incorporated notes, video, animated pointer, colour cues and navigation buttons

There were also some rules that were not fully grasped by the students. Rules that did not significantly reduced its number of mistakes are the rule of Ikhfa’ Haqiqi and IdghamMaalGhunnah. Students were not able the grasp the rule of Ikhfa’ Haqiqi since they need to memorise and identify fifteen Arabic letters (MohdTaib, MohamadYusof, Jamil, Aris, &Satari, 2016). The findings of the rule of Ikhfa’ Haqiqi is supported by the findings of Munawaroh (2011). Munawaroh (2011) has indicated that the method of read aloud is one way to improve the rule of Ikhfa’ Haqiqi. Read aloud method is where a student will recite the verses which to be listened by the other student or instructor. The read aloud method has not supported by the e-Tajweed Yaasin system. The study done by Asyachowi (2011) has found that the ability to understand and apply the rule of IdghamMaalGhunnah is very low. Learners were not able to grasp the rule of IdghamMaalGhunnah because learners did not do a lot of reading practises and assignments as being instructed by their instructor (Asyachowi, 2011).

The common method of learning and teaching of tajweed is using the traditional method known as syafuluwah. This traditional method follows the same practice of the Prophet Muhammad (S.A.W.) and his companions. With the advances in computing, traditional pedagogy of learning and teaching can be supplemented with a number of e-learning systems. There are a number of e-learning systems available, but the evaluation of these systems is still limited (Dolan et al., 2015). A study done by Sibes (2017) has shown students did improve their understanding of tajweed using the e-Quran e-learning system. Hanafi, Murtadho, Ikhaan, Dijaya, and Sulton(2019) had also suggested that e-BQQ e-learning system was accepted by both students and instructors. This study is to evaluate an e-Tajweed Yaasin system to support learning and teaching of surah Yaasin. It is found that the system can improved the reading of students for certain tajweed but not all. Some improvements should be done for the system since an e-learning system can enhance the traditional learning method due to its interactive learning-teaching environment (Aljena, Al-Anzi, & Abhayei, 2011). An e-learning system allows students to replay, pause and rewind the session so that it can support learning anywhere and anytime (Dolan et al., 2015; Luaran,Samsuri, Nadzi, & Rom, 2014). The proposed revised system will include some online assessments such as exercises and quizzes as being suggested by Asyachowi (2011).

Conclusions

The aim of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the e-Tajweed Yaasin system to support the teaching and learning process. It is apparent that students’ reading has improved due to some improvement for certain tajweed after the implementation of the system. Unfortunately, this system has not significantly reduced the mistakes done by students for the rules of Ikhfa’ Haqiqi, IdghamMaalGhunnah, and WajibulGhunnah. A few studies (MohdTaib et al., 2016; Asyachowi, 2011; Munawaroh, 2011) have suggested other approaches to improve the students’ reading. Munawaroh (2011) has suggested that there should be a face-to-face interaction. It is also suggested that there should be some supervision mechanisms to monitor students’ learning activities (MohdTaib et al., 2016; Asyachowi, 2011). It can be concluded that the e-Tajweed Yaasin system can improve the learning and reading for the surah of Yaasin since six out of nine rules were able to be grasped by the students. In order to improve the teaching and learning of the surah of Yaasin, it is suggested that there is a need to establish joint and continuity of both traditional and e-learning systems to produce a more effective and efficient system of teaching and learning the surah of Yaasin.
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